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About This Content

This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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A wonderfully clever party game, super approachable and friendly to players of all levels.. Once again, OOTP is the best sports
simulation available. No game even comes close to the level of depth, freedom & strategy that OOTP delivers year after year.

My wishlist for the next OOTP is the same is it was last year. I\u2019d love the ability to name a team captain, more emphasis
on team chemistry, have promotional & giveaway nights, local & accurate food vendors, additional variables to increase
attendance other than team performance (such as promotional nights, added parking, concerts\/fireworks after the game, etc.)
These are all minor things I\u2019d like added, overall my major complaint is the logic of trades are very hit or miss. The AI
still doesn\u2019t seem to grasp the mentality of adding to a contending team at the trade deadline or proper prospects for star
swaps.

Sometimes the sims can get a tad ridiculous, like a reliever giving up 9 runs in an inning or insanely high scoring ball games. But
hey, anything can happen in baseball. OOTP still consistently nails the statistical projections of players, and makes taking over
any team from any league in the world rewarding. If you love baseball, like really love baseball, this is the franchise
you\u2019ve been dreaming of.. I don't know where to start with this one. Was it bad by any stretch of the imagination? No. But
it wasn't really much. I chuckled a few times here or there and i enjoyed it...but the price seems too steep for what it was.
Higitsune is probably why i'll end up recommending it if you like fox girls (Which I do) but other than that there really isn't
much here. I'm also currently playing the grisaia series and while that game cost much more it is also much more substantial.

I guess all in all play this for Higitsune if you like Fox Girls, her design is wonderful and I enjoyed it very much...but probably
wait for a sale.. this is good game. where you can set your ship with lot of subsystem and naming the ship like having battleship
and interceptor.. no.
bad game
why did i buy
ewwwwwwwwwww. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult on higher levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay.
Whats not to love?
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Love this software! Simple and easy to use but has many options for customization. It runs great and you can get into great detail
if you wish. One of my favorite things about it is how well it worked with my graphics tablet. I just plugged it in, didn't even
have to mess with settings, and it works wonderfully. All the brushes are already set for pressure sensitvity, I don't even have a
great tablet and I'm loving it. I would recommend this to anyone. Very much worth the price. So satisfy.. its a mehhh camo
honestly. Challenging, innovative puzzles. I recommend the whole series.. Great arcade action to drop in for a few rounds every
now and again and a really well implemented aesthetic.. Hey, you, come here! You are blamed for being a false shepherd! You
have come here to destroy our wealth and prosperity as well as fool our people, citizens of the great land of Columbia. You
cannot object your crimes! Only God Almighty can give you forgiveness. I know everything about you, your aims and Anna...

Pros:
- Good plot
- Dinamic shooter
- Wide range of weapons and special skills
- Diversive enemies and difficulty modes
- Skylines

Cons:
- Old engine
- Not so variable as original Bioshock

To be honest, this game is one of my favourite

Total: 9\/10. A fun and relaxing game to play, dlc definitely worth it!
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